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Charlotte could not help but stare at the tears dripping onto her hands…
Such an uncalled-for reaction was probably part of the instinct within her.

Suddenly, something about the three children dawned on her. Perhaps they were really…
“Dr. Langhan, Dr. Langhan…” At this moment, a medical nurse rushed over and called out, “The
emergency room needs you pronto!”
Raina turned and hurried to the emergency room, before reminding his subordinates, “Take care of the
three kids.”

“Did something happen to Great-grandpa?” Ellie asked tremblingly with a pale face.
“Don’t worry. He’ll be okay.”

Although Robbie seemed calm on the surface, his trembling little hands betrayed his calmness. He was
terrified at the prospect of Mr. Henry in danger all because of him…

“All of you go in first. I’ll go check it out.” Robbie ushered Jamie and Ellie into the lounge before running
towards the emergency room as fast as his little feet could carry him.
Moving past the corner of the promenade, he vaguely felt someone was watching him all along, and
instinctively looked back…
Charlotte reacted swiftly and hid behind the wall to get out of his sight.

Robbie did not manage to catch the sight of her. He turned back, feeling like he had a wrong hunch.

“Mr. Robinson!” Two nurses came running from nowhere.

“Jamie, I want to go to have a look too…” Ellie said with a sob.

“Okay. Let me go with you.”

Having said that, Jamie grabbed Ellie’s hand and headed towards the emergency room.

As the two children approached, Charlotte could see their faces clearly. A strong feeling surged into her
heart like a crashing wave…

Her heart was beating wildly, feeling like bursting out of her chest.

Right at this moment, realization dawned upon her that they were her children! !!

They were hers! Her precious children!

“Mommy, mommy…”

Suddenly, Fifi who was in Ellie’s arms started flapping its wings and squawking excitedly.

Ellie was shocked; she stopped and turned to look around.

Jamie stopped at his tracks as well and looked back as well.

Before they could react, Fifi shot out of her arms like an arrow and flew away…

“Fifi!” Ellie called out and tried to catch up.

Caught by surprise, Charlotte immediately ducked up and hid upstairs.

“Mommy, Mommy!”

Fifi fluttered around the staircase like a headless chicken and flew everywhere to look for her…

Charlotte hid and did not dare to come out. Seeing the shadow of the little parrot flying around
searching for her made her touched. That little pet possessed a human child-like instinct – it managed to
recognize her!

“Mommy…”

An animal’s sense was indeed sharp. Fifi soon found Charlotte and immediately flew towards her.

“Caught you!” Suddenly, a hand grasped Fifi from behind. “Ms. Elisa, there you go!”

Kyle grabbed Fifi and gently handed it over to Ellie.

Ellie hugged Fifi tightly, gently slapped its behind, and angrily blamed, “Fifi! Bad bird! You’re causing
trouble at such an important time!”

“That’s right!” Jamie frowned angrily and added, “You’ve been spoiled recently. While it’s fine to fly
around at home, you can’t do this in the hospital! If you don’t control yourself, I’ll lock you up when we
get back.”

“Mommy, Mommy…” Fifi squawked with its head pointing upstairs.

“Stop this nonsense!” Jamie had thought that Fifi was acting this way because it had earlier
accompanied Robbie to Northridge to search for Mommy. Not wanting to expose their secret plan, he
hurriedly scolded once more, “Shush! Shut your mouth! No more of your nonsense please.”

Fifi shut its beak reluctantly. It dared not to say anything anymore, but its furry head was still pointing
upwards with its eyes looking upstairs with anticipation…

Such display of reluctance!

“Hurry. Let’s go take a look at Great-grandpa.”

Ellie held Fifi and headed quickly towards the emergency room.

Jamie meanwhile lagged behind and glanced in the direction of Fifi’s gaze. He failed to spot anything out
of the ordinary, shrugged, and left the place with Ellie…

